We propose two numerical codes for 2D multilevel non-LTE radiative transfer, assuming complete frequency redistribution, for static , homogeneous and isolated structures. They were initially developed for solar prominence radiative modeling of various spectral lines of H or He.
The more tedious implementation of both GS and multilevel atoms in 2D cartesian geometry is well described in Léger et al. (2007) . It includes also parts about the implementation of multi-grid methods, which are not included in this distribution. However, an enlightning description of these methods was given (in French, though) in the PhD thesis of Ludovick Léger (2008, to be found at https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-00332781/fr/ on-line).
Finally, the interested reader and/or user is recommended to go through Léger & Paletou (2009) for elements about the most detailed He modeling so far in multi-dimensional geometry, including the atomic fine structure, as well as first attempts towards multi-D thread models, and direct comparisons with observed data taken in the visible and, simultaneously, in the near infrared using the spectropolarimetric observing mode of the Thémis ground-based solar telescope.
MALI version
All codes provided hereafter were written in Fortan 90 . setgeo : computes (once) all sets of points and interpolation weights required by the formal solver rt2d; it is important that the 2D grid if further swept according to the order defined during this first pass (ibid. and details in §3. of Léger et al. 2007 -critical for the Gauss-Seidel implementation, hereafter); all relevant data, that will be very often used during each run of the codes, is stored in tab_wts .
Subroutine setgeo is likely to be the most critical part of the whole codes. Any serious user for 2-or 3D RT should first understand with maximum care how this works.
down (on top and sides), botup and sideup are used to set the external radiation hitting the faces of the 2D slab. Be careful with proper/eventual 'dilution factors' (e.g., Paletou 1996).
Given this set of fundamental subroutines, it may be somewhat tedious, but not difficult to implement ionization equilibrium and a self-consistent determination of the electronic density (see Heinzel and/or Paletou 1995).
GS2D : the Gauss-Seidel 2D formal solver version Most of the material is similar to the one already commented for MALI in 2D. New material, specific to GS iterations, appear hereafter: 
Default output data
Two files are used, but of course any other relevant data (emergent intensities, scattering integrals, full 2D distribution of populations, source functions, etc.) can be downloaded.
population2d.res : density of populations in 2D obtained after convergence.
populations.res
: density of populations along vertical axis of symmetry, in order to compare with 1D results (see "Test data" description hereafter).
mali2d
.res : provides elements about the convergence of the process (e.g., relative errors on populations, or source function, or vs. 1D computations, if necessary/relevant -see hereafter)
The Gauss-Seidel 2D code provides only one output file, called either gsm2d.res or sor2d.res (depending on the selected option in input ), which contains: the density of populations, then the maximum relative error (from an iteration to another) on the source function, and on populations.
Test data
For the respective model-atoms of H, Ca and Na, .res (1D) and .save (2D) data can be re-used, for benchmarks, or stay unused, after minor modifications in the source code (where reads are done). 2D data were computed using a large enough horizontal optical thickness so that data along the vertical axis of symetry can be reasonably compared to 1D results.
Description of (other) major variables used in the code phi and wtnu : absorption line profile array, and frequency weights for numerical integration vs. 
Miscellaneous comments
No microturbulent velocity is considered, although it is easy to add into dopwidth allocation, if necessary.
Ionization equilibrium could also be implemented further, following Paletou (1995) and Heinzel (1995) numerical schemes. 
